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Thursday 23rd May : Edinburgh - Kelso
“‘Wake up, pull back curtains, lift nose optimistically towards
the sky, sniff the air, and say something patently stupid like
‘Looks like it’ll turn out nice today’”. Cue howling wind,
cancelled ferries, driving rain, and the van carrying the precious

cargo of bikes (not to mention myself & my co-driver) being rocked from side
to side on the M6. Auspicious.

Despite all this, we arrived bang on time in Edinburgh, along with the Chrysler
Voyager support vehicle carrying a perky Zoe, a tired Lorna and an apprehensive
Rob - guess which of the three was about to be cycling a very loooong way...?
The majority of the cyclists had flown up that morning from Oxford, and were
already in situ, though they had also been plagued by strong winds, and some
were feeling a little under the weather.

Everyone assembled upstairs in Browns restaurant for the pre-ride briefing from
the Beeline Guides, James & Ben, and the presentation of the team kit. Lycra
is a very unforgiving material for middle-aged men - as semi-pro cyclists, James
& Ben looked like they had born in the stuff, whilst most of us looked like we
had been poured into it, and forgot to say ‘When’ (apologies to PG
Wodehouse). 

It was finally announced that we were ready for ‘Le Grand Depart’, which
triggered a flurry of activity downstairs, before the team photograph under blue
skies, and we were off ! Or rather, we were off our bikes within 200m, walking
along the pavement (roadworks), then on again, then off again, repeat for 30
minutes, as we struggled to escape the Edinburgh traffic. We could have walked

50m and spared ourselves a 15 minute detour rather than religiously following
the Garmin sat-nav route, but we had absolute faith in our guides....for now. In
all the confusion though, we completely missed our scheduled stop at
Edinburgh Castle, where Don Peroni (more of that later), had bribed the
security guards to let us all in for a photo opportunity. Doubly auspicious.

The high winds had not died down, but luckily they were behind us, and helped
propel us forwards on our journey (stilI referring to the weather here by the
way), as the rolling Borders countryside rose up to greet us, along with some
rather angry-looking clouds. There was a spot of sleet for a minute or two, but
then it calmed down to just incessant drizzle, as the wind turbines up on the
hills whirred away like dervishes.

With Pro James ‘PJ’ leading from the front and Pro Ben ‘PB’ marking the rear
(shame there wasn’t a guide called ‘Bono’), we started to tackle some ‘sprint
hills‘ and ‘gentle climbs’. Note that I’m using PJ’s terminology here - the only
difference between the two appeared to length rather than gradient.  Some of
the group were already beginning to lose their absolute faith in his PJ’s
utterances, as yet another ‘gentle climb’ turned into ‘an absolute pig of a hill’

(amateur terminology there), followed by another
porker, when this petered out into a farmyard track,
and finally into a flint path leading to a very smelly
industrial chicken shed (Gavin blamed the gels at
this point).

Muttering something about having to alter the
route at the last minute because of Richard ‘Zig
Zag‘ Rosser’s ever-changing plans, PJ set off once
again, dutifully following his sat nav, with all his
dubious ducks in tow. However, we did indeed
eventually arrive at ‘The Cross Keys’ hotel in Kelso,
where the support team (Zoe, Lorna, Colin, James
& Jade) had done a fantastic job, already checking
us and our bags into our rooms.

Dinner was taken in high spirits that evening, and
the bar was lively, with Colin ‘Don Peroni’ Rosser
holding court in prime position, along with his
favourite tipple. That was the last time we would
all be quite so jolly coming off a day in the saddle...

428 sounded a long way and it was a flipping long way! 17 nervous cyclists, 2 super-athletic guides who can make a middle-aged
man feel even more self-conscious than he already does in tight lycra, 5 fabulous support crew, 2 Motor Village supplied (sponsor’s
plug) vehicles and a stash of naughty chocolates and sweets to rival Billy Bunter’s monthly haul set off from Edinburgh Browns
with a certain amount of fear, trepidation and a sizable slice of realisation that this half-cocked plan hatched during last year’s ride
from Paris to Oxford was verging on bonkers! Matt Wright, cyclist and journalist kept a log of the next four and a half eventful days.
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Friday 24th May : Kelso -
Newcastle
I didn’t even have to open the
curtains - I could already hear the
rain beating outside. There were

not many lycra shorties on show this morning, as
we all padded around at breakfast looking like a
walking sausage factory. 

The group had already begun to fracture yesterday,
so today the faster cyclists sped off, whilst the
slower ones formed a ‘grupetto’, or ‘autobus’
(technical terms here, please keep up). Since I was
wearing my red thermal top, I opted to go in the
‘Lantern Rouge’ position (i.e. bringing up the rear),
and we shepherded each other up the long climb
to Carter Gap on the English/Scottish border, the

“We shepherded each other 
up the long climb to Carter Gap
on the English/Scottish border,
the site of our first tea stop.
It turned out to be almost 

a full stop”
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site of our first tea stop. It turned out to be almost
a full stop, as the Voyager had managed to get
wedged into the sodden grass (Don Peroni blamed
Zoe, but everybody else blamed Don Peroni, so
majority rules) and despite the combined
attentions of 5 burly blokes in lycra (not a pretty
sight), it wasn’t going anywhere, and the AA were
duly summoned.

That aside, there were no other incidents, and we
all safely rolled into the Village Hotel in Newcastle
by 4:30pm, giving us time for a swim, sauna, and
some downtime, before venturing out for our first
evening with ‘The Battle of the Browns’.

Tim ‘Big Yin’, was in charge of the Northern Browns
(Edinburgh, Newcastle, Leeds), whilst Gavin
‘Champers’ managed the Southern Browns
(Nottingham, Oxford), so there was a considerable
amount of professional pride on the line between
‘The Big 5’. Tim raised the stakes high in Newcastle
with steaks (specially ordered in), chunky fat chips,

and a smorgesbord of starters including chorizo
rolls (you’ll notice that food had already started to
become an obsession amongst the group), set
against a very buzzy Geordie Shore backdrop -
wahay to go!

Saturday 25th May, Newcastle
- Leeds
The day that time forgot. The sun
shone brightly, lycra shorts were
unveiled, and despite some

vigorous rehydration the previous night using the
wrong energy drinks (no James - Isotonic Rioja
does not yet exist), we were all in good spirits at
breakfast, albeit slightly nervous at the distance
ahead. Nerves were not abated when PJ
announced the terrain was ‘gently rolling’, but with
the wind still behind us, we headed south.

3 groups formed today - the Elite Group (also
known as FRB’s - Front Riding B........’s), the
Intermediate Group (Inters) and the Grupetto. This
was to be the day when the Inters triumphed in the
inaugural ‘Wetherby Cup’, a little-known trophy in
the world of cycling, probably on the account that
it never existed before today. However, through
teamwork, the navigational skills of Ade ‘Sat Nav’
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stop at the bottom of a hill? Everyone set off after
lunch, all refreshed, and smiling, only to find
themselves 10 minutes later, biting their
handlebars, pouring with sweat, as the road snaked
remorselessly upwards. Mrs Browns’ Boys were in
the wars, as first Gavin ‘Champers’ hurt his finger
(not sure how), then James ‘Whisperer’ fell off just
before a blind summit, fully cleated, in celebration
at missing his 500th gear change. Fortunately, his
camera, which he’d been carrying on his
handlebars throughout, was OK, and he was able
to take a close-up picture of the numberplate of
the car about to run him over.

That evening, Browns Nottingham put on a
splendid show, with a roast dinner and half a tonne
of spuds each - magic!

Monday 27th May,
Nottingham - Blenheim Palace
‘Who turned the wind machine on
today? Who chose the route along
the straightest Roman roads in

the country? Who, I demand to know who!’

It’s fair to say that enthusiasm this morning had
already hit a low point, but it sunk even lower,
when we headed off into a gale force wind. ‘Half a
league, half a league, half a league onward, All in
the valley of Death, Rode the eighteen......’. The
bigger riders (I call it having heavy bones) were

stationed at the front of each group, acting as
windbreaks, with the riders decreasing in size
behind, like a set of pedalling Russian dolls. We
were at least amusing ourselves in the Inters,
chuckling at the thought of the skinny Elites being
blown around like straw in the wind, when PB
sailed past, dragging the rest of the matchstick
brigade behind him - damn, forgot about the semi-
pro cyclist.

And so the day whistled past (literally) in a bit of a
blur, and before we knew it, there was just time for
a quick tea stop, outside Banbury, before heading
off on the home straight to Blenheim, desperate to
make the cut-off time of 6pm. There was some
desperate drafting, some two-handed pushes (Ben
pushing James pushing Jackie) and a lot of cursing,
as the carefully organised groups splintered into
fragments, each cyclist lost in his/her own little
world of pain.

We rode through the gates at Blenheim in
formation, five abreast (probably the most
dangerous bit of riding on the whole trip) to a
fantastic reception. There was champagne (well
Cava, but it looked the same), speeches, medal
presentations, and an emotional speech from Zig
Zag which came straight from the bottom of
his.....well, bottom really, as he’d written it on the
toilet that very morning.

Still, we ended the ride on a high note, not a bum
note, having raised well over £10,000 for charity,
with the total still rising as all those disbelievers
were forced to eat humble pie and cough up.

Many thanks to B4 and the support team for
organising such a fantastic ride, to everyone who
sponsored us, and to the riders for making it such
a memorable trip. Now, next year, what
about....(muffled shouts - sound of person
being dragged away forcibly from the
computer).

You can still donate to the ride here:
http://oxfordshire.b4-business.com/b4-
charity-bike-ride

Laws, and our inability to locate the tea stop after
lunch, the Inters managed to overtake the Elites,
and arrived first in the town of Wetherby, about 20
miles from the finish. That Richard ‘Zig Zag’ was
collapsed upside-down by a stone wall at the time
was besides the point - it was the look on Gavin
‘Champers’ face as he arrived at speed, took one
look at the prostrate Zig Zag, and proclaimed ‘I’m
not ‘aving that - Steptoe? Ahead of me?
Impossible.....I’m not ‘aving that....I’m not’, before
pedalling off again, slowly, a broken man.

So, the Elites and Inters arrived at Leeds Village
Hotel, more or less together, around 8:00pm.
There was no time for a leisurely trip to the spa
pool though, as we were straight off into the town
centre, for pork cutlets and Pauillac, courtesy of an
ex-chef at the Dorchester (Tim was taking this Big
5 competition very seriously indeed).

However, PJ was with us at Browns, which was
strange, as so was PB...which meant that the
Grupetto was still out on the road, without a guide.
It turned out that PJ’s bike had suffered a
‘mechanical’ (or Big James ‘Angry Dog’ had
knocked it over, but I’m not going to say that to his
face), breaking a cassette hanger (trust me, it’s an
important bit), and leaving the bike unrideable.
Nobody wanted to give up their bike for PJ, and
nobody wanted to quit, so PJ passed on the Sat
Nav baton, and with that Dunkirk spirit, the

Grupetto rode on through the night, arriving at the
hotel at 10pm....shortly before the other 2 groups
returned from their meal, and piled into the bar for
the Froch v Kessler boxing match.

Sunday 26th May, Leeds -
Nottingham
A verdict of technical knock-out
was announced this morning.
Craig ‘UFC’ had been suffering

from an old cruciate injury, and after arriving late
last night with the Grupetto, was ordered by the
doctor to rest it for a day, or risk immediate
amputation by the side of the road. Or something
similar. 

It is fair to say that conversation around the
breakfast table wasn’t exactly bright and breezy,
with only PJ and PB (preparing their weird
concoction of peanut butter and jam sandwiches)
looking relaxed, along with a few of the Elites.

Elsewhere, it was ‘chapeau’ to the Grupetto, who
dragged their ravaged bodies around the buffet
tables like a prisoner’s chain-gang from the Deep
South, muttering incoherently to themselves, or
anybody else who cared to listen.

Even the Elites started to look less comfortable
though, when PJ announced that today would
entail quite a few ‘cheeky hills’, as we traversed the
Peak District (remember, confidence in PJ’s hill
recognition + sat nav ability was already at all-time
lows).

The scenery was idyllic, but after the second set of
25% gradients, along with hairpin bends, rutted
roads, and small streams running over the mounds
of gravel heaped in the middle, it is fair to say the
hills were not ‘cheeky’ but downright rude.
Fortunately, PJ was nowhere to be seen, deeming
it wise to help out at the back today, giving a
helping hand (literally) to some of the grupetto.

By the lunch stop, most riders’ brake blocks were
more blocks than brakes, and we were all ready for
a sit down. And we weren’t disappointed - the
support team had excelled themselves, blagging a
spot by a river in a field, with the friendly farmer
even ferrying down a couple of picnic benches on
the back of his quad bike - what a star!

What was that old cycling rule about not putting a
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“Even the Elites started to 
look less comfortable though,

when PJ announced that today
would entail quite a few

‘cheeky hills’, as we 
traversed the Peak District”

“The bigger riders (I call it 
having heavy bones) were 

stationed at the front of each
group, acting as windbreaks,
with the riders decreasing 
in size behind, like a set of
pedalling Russian dolls”
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